**BID CHECK REPORT**

**WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION**

**PS&E JOB NO:** 06W121  **REGION NO:** 9  **CONTRACT NO:** 007334  **VERSION NO:** 1  **WORK ORDER:** XL3017  **HWY:** SR 525

**REVISION NO:**  **BIDS OPENED ON:** May 2 2007  **AWARDED ON:** May 7 2007  **VERSION NO:** 1  **WORK ORDER:** XL3017

**CONTRACT NO:** 007334  **REGION NO:** 9  **LOW BIDDER:** DALTON ELECTRIC COMPANY  **2ND BIDDER:** VALLEY ELECTRIC CO. OF MT. VERNON  **3RD BIDDER:** CITY ELECTRIC, INC. DBA CITY ELECTRIC

**PROJECT:** 06W121  **COUNTY(S):** SNOHOMISH  **CONTRACTOR NUMBER:** 100441  **CONTRACTOR NUMBER:** 100498  **CONTRACTOR NUMBER:** 100529

**ITEM NO.** 25 | **ITEM DESCRIPTION** | **UNIT MEAS** | **PRICE PER UNIT/EST. QUANTITY** | **% DIFF.** | **PRICE PER UNIT/AMT.DIFF.** | **PRICE PER UNIT/EST. QUANTITY** | **% DIFF.** | **PRICE PER UNIT/AMT.DIFF.** | **PRICE PER UNIT/EST. QUANTITY** | **% DIFF.** | **PRICE PER UNIT/AMT.DIFF.**
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
**PREPARATION**
1 | MOBILIZATION | L.S. | 7,360.00 | -17.12% | 6,100.00 | -18.48% | 3,000.00 | -59.24%
2 | ELECTRICAL SITE WORK | L.S. | 40,508.00! | -33.47% | 26,950.00! | -42.16% | 110,631.00 | 70,123.00 | 173.11%
3 | PANELBOARDS | L.S. | 1,283.00! | 24.71% | 1,600.00 | -22.06% | 1,717.00
4 | GENERAL ELECTRICAL | L.S. | 31,024.00! | -21.83% | 24,250.00! | -22.06% | 6,000.00 | -25,024.00 | -80.66%
5 | ELECTRICAL TESTING | L.S. | 291.00! | 164.60% | 770.00 | 709.00 | 2,709.00
6 | MINOR CHANGE | CALC | -0.00% | -0.00% | 0.00% | 0.00%
7 | SPCC PLAN | L.S. | 500.00 | 220.00% | 1,600.00 | 1,500.00 | 500.00 | 0.00%

**CONTRACT TOTAL:** $80,965.00 | **AMT. DIFF.** | **BASE TOTAL:** $80,965.00 |  **AMT. DIFF.**

**DATE:** 04/02/2007 **TIME:** 07:56

---

*Note: The table above details the bid check report for the construction project, including item descriptions, unit measurements, prices, and percentage differences for each item.*